Product Data Sheets

DRY-BLOCK ® mortar admixture
Product Description
DRY-BLOCK ®Mortar Admixture, part of the DRY-BLOCK ®System, is formulated based on a patented
technology. It is a liquid, integral water-repellent, bond-enhancing admixture for masonry mortar. Tests
demonstrate that DRY-BLOCK ®Mortar Admixture increases the flexural bond of both Portland
cement/Lime and Masonry cement mortars to CMUs.
The wicking property, the amount of water absorbed, of masonry mortar is dramatically reduced when
DRY-BLOCK ®Mortar Admixture is added at its recommended dosage rate. DRY-BLOCK ®Mortar
Admixture is a requirement for all DRY-BLOCK ®System projects and no substitutions shall be allowed.

Product Uses
The DRY-BLOCK ®System has been successfully used on thousands of masonry structures to provide
moisture control. It is the leading integral water repellent system on the market to address moisture
penetration of CMU (concrete masonry units) and mortar.
The DRY-BLOCK ®System consists of two separate admixtures. DRY-BLOCK ®Admixture is mixed
throughout the concrete during manufacture of the CMU and DRY-BLOCK ®Mortar Admixture is added to
the mortar. During the curing process, the admixtures within the CMU and mortar become an integral part
of the cement matrix.
These admixtures become locked into the CMU and mortar providing long lasting resistance to water
penetration. Due to their unique formulations, DRY-BLOCK ®Admixture and DRY-BLOCK Mortar Admixture
cannot be used interchangeably.

Product Advantages
As an integral admixture, DRY-BLOCK ®Mortar Admixture provides bond enhancement and water
penetration resistance throughout the depth of the mortar joint. DRY-BLOCK ®Mortar Admixture’s waterrepellent properties will prevent the moisture from wicking through the mortar joint into the building’s
interior. Likewise, it will not be wicked back to the exterior carrying soluble salts that can cause
efflorescence at the joints on the wall exterior.
Provides water-repellent mortar
Enhances bond between mortar & concrete masonry units
Minimizes efflorescence at the mortar joint
Improves workability
Packaged for easy job site use
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Application Information
DRY-BLOCK ®Mortar Admixture contains workability agents to improve ease of placement with more
efficient use of the mix water. DRY-BLOCK ®Mortar Admixture may reduce the total amount of water
required to achieve a given level of workability.

Addition Rates:
SHAKE WELL BEFORE USE. For optimum performance, DRY-BLOCK ®Mortar Admixture should be added at
16 - 24 oz/3 ft3 (5.5 - 8.5 L/m3) of mortar. In no case should it be used at less than 16 oz/3 ft3 (5.5
L/m3) of mortar. To achieve this dosage range, the recommended addition is 1qt. (1 L) of DRY-BLOCK
Mortar Admixture per bag of Portland cement in cement/lime mortars or 0.5 qt.(0.5 L) per bag of masonry
or mortar cement. This will typically ensure that the dosage will be in the range of 16 - 24 oz/3 ft3 (5.5 8.5 L/m3) of mortar. For bulk mortar systems add 16 oz (0.5 L) for every 3 ft3 of mortar produced.

Mixing Procedure:
Agitate DRY-BLOCK ®Mortar Admixture before using. DRY-BLOCK ®Mortar Admixture should be added
with the mix water prior to adding the cement and sand. It is important to reduce the initial water used in
the mortar.
Recommended mixing sequence:
1. Add 2/3 of the water to the mixer
2. Add DRY-BLOCK ® Mortar Admixture to the mixer
3. Add sand to the mixer
4. Add cement and lime to the mixer
5. Add additional water as necessary 6. Mix a minimum of 5 additional minutes after all materials have been
added to the mixer
*Note: Do not dilute DRY-BLOCK ®Mortar Admixture with large volumes of water; for example, in a 55
gallon drum, and use as “mixing water.” This will render the admixture ineffective.

Trial Batches:
DRY-BLOCK ®Mortar Admixture is compatible with other GCP mortar admixtures. Trial batches are
recommended using job site materials and expected job site climatic conditions to determine compatibility
of materials and the necessary adjustments to the mix design for actual addition rates, workability, color
and physical properties. All admixtures must be added to the mix separately.
When pigments are used to provide a specific color tone, trial batches are strongly recommended to
ensure the desired color is developed.

Health & Safety:
All precautions defined on the SDS (Safety data sheet ) for DRY-BLOCK ®Mortar Admixture must be
followed.
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Storage Information:
DRY-BLOCK ®Mortar Admixture will freeze at 32 ° F (0 ° C). DRY-BLOCK ® Mortar Admixture must be
protected from freezing. Once frozen, it is unusable.

Design Considerations
The water-repellency of mortar joints is a function of:
1. The ability of the mortar to resist water penetration
2. The geometry of the mortar joint.
The use of DRY-BLOCK Mortar Admixture and proper tooling increases the water tightness of the mortar
joint and provides resistance to water penetration. A well-tooled concave joint profile has been shown to
provide the greatest resistance to water penetration. The mortar should be tooled when thumbprint hard
to a concave or Vee profile whenever DRY-BLOCK Mortar Admixture is used for exterior applications.
Raked, Flush, Extruded, Struck, Beaded, Weathered or other joint profiles have poor water resistance and
are not recommended for exterior applications.
The DRY-BLOCK System is only one part of a moisture protection system for concrete masonry walls.
Other elements include:
Proper drainage within the core or cavity area
Properly installed flashing and weeps
Properly spaced control joints
Properly tooled mortar joints
Information on other design considerations for masonry wall systems, such as flashing, weeps, reinforcing
and drainable in-core insulation can be obtained from GCP Applied Technologies, the NCMA (National
Concrete Masonry Association) and the BIA (Brick Industry Association).

Cleaning:
All excess mortar containing DRY-BLOCK Mortar Admixture should be removed from the face of the CMU
as soon as possible. This is important since standard methods for removing hardened mortar such as strong
acids, sand blasting and high pressure cleaning are harmful to the masonry units and the mortar joints and
are not recommended.

Precautions:
DRY-BLOCK Mortar Admixture is not a substitute for good masonry practices such as proper curing,
tooling and covering the wall at the end of each work session. DRY-BLOCK Mortar Admixture will not
prevent hairline cracking. Proper techniques for protection during construction as well as proper curing
techniques can be found in literature published by the International Masonry Industry All-Weather Council,
NCMA, and the BIA.
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DRY-BLOCK Mortar Admixture provides water-repellent properties to cured mortar. If the mortar dries
out before the desired properties are achieved, DRY-BLOCK Mortar Admixture’s water-repellent
properties will become active and subsequent hydration of the cement will be hindered.

Dry Block Chart 1
Legend:
Black: Reference mortar
Blue: DRY-BLOCK Motar Admixture mortar

Dry Block Chart 2
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ca.gcpat.com | North America customer service: 1-877-4AD-MIX (1-877-423-6491)
We hope the information here will be helpful. It is based on data and knowledge considered to be true and accurate, and is offered
for consideration, investigation and verification by the user, but we do not warrant the results to be obtained. Please read all
statements, recommendations, and suggestions in conjunction with our conditions of sale, which apply to all goods supplied by us.
No statement, recommendation, or suggestion is intended for any use that would infringe any patent, copyright, or other third
party right.
DRY-BLOCK is a trademark, which may be registered in the United States and/or other countries, of GCP Applied Technologies Inc.
This trademark list has been compiled using available published information as of the publication date and may not accurately
reflect current trademark ownership or status.
© Copyright 2018 GCP Applied Technologies Inc. All rights reserved.
GCP Applied Technologies Inc., 62 Whittemore Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02140 USA.
In Canada, 294 Clements Road, West, Ajax, Ontario, Canada L1S 3C6
Ce document est à jour seulement à la date de la dernière mise à jour indiquée ci-dessous et n'est valide que pour une utilisation au
Canada. Il est important que vous consultiez toujours les informations actuellement disponibles sur l'URL ci-dessous pour fournir
les informations les plus récentes sur le produit au moment de l'utilisation. Des documents supplémentaires tels que les manuels de
l'entrepreneur, les bulletins techniques, les dessins détaillés et les recommandations détaillées ainsi que d'autres documents
pertinents sont également disponibles sur www.ca.gcpat.com. Les informations trouvées sur d'autres sites Web ne doivent pas
être utilisées, car elles peuvent ne pas être à jour ou applicables aux conditions de votre site et nous déclinons toute responsabilité
quant à leur contenu. S'il y a des conflits ou si vous avez besoin de plus d'informations, veuillez contacter le service client de GCP.
Last Updated: 2018-12-12
ca.gcpat.com/solutions/products/masonry-hardscape-solutions/dry-block-mortar-admixt
ure
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